Right sharp the night find it somewhere in Washington. When the freeze, I will file it with some fresh eggs laid by someone. One of the will bring it here, the much bring it too! To Mrs. R.H. is dead; poor woman, she cannot have enjoyed life much of late years. And he, I wonder which one of the sister he will begin to cast spies upon? I could name some who will begin to make him in-vestigate, and fix themselves up to attract his attention. Wonder if we'll try another Smith! Don't you think I'm sinical? You must let the Prince know I have written such outrageous verse. I have plenty of P.O. Stamps now, having got them much to buy me some. So there is no chance of closing to write because I have no stamps to put on my letter.

The reorganization of the Army still waits for something, where the kitchen, I do not know, nor can I guess how we are to be affected by that.
fear, I shall never enjoy the stated preaching of the Gospel under her ministration, although he is a minister.